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In this work is reported the first quantum mechanical treatment of the atmospheric atom–triatom
O1O3→2O2 reaction. Temperature-dependent rate constants were calculated and were found to be
in good agreement with the experiment. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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The reaction between an atomic oxygen O~3P! and
ozone to produce molecular oxygen, namely

O~3P!1O3~
1A1)→2O2~X

3(g);

DH05294.1 kcal/mole, ~1!

is considered to be one of the most important reactions in t
scheme of reactions, which determines the balance of ozo
in the stratosphere and mesosphere. Because of the im
tance of that reaction, its temperature-dependent rate c
stants have been measured by many groups.1–5 A few years
ago Varandas and Pais6 calculated a six-dimensional poten
tial energy surface for that system, employing the doubl
many-body-expansion~DMBE! method; they then per-
formed a quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! study that yielded
the relevant cross sections~CSs! for several energies and
obtained the temperature-dependent rate constants. Rece
we reformulated our quantum mechanical~QM! approach to
treating tetra-atom reactive collisions in order to apply it t
that unusually complicated case. As a result, we were able
calculate reactive CSs for three energies7 and obtained a
rather good agreement with the quasiclassical CSs.6 We ex-
tended this calculation to more~lower! energies, and as a
result we can now report on the first fully QM temperature
dependent rate constants.

Our approach has three basic components.
~a! The employment of the perturbative-type Schro¨-

dinger equation~SE!8–11 to treat nonreactive collisions tak-
ing place in a given arrangement channel~AC!:

~E2H !xl5Vl cl . ~2!

HereVl is thel-perturbation potential,xl is the short range
part of the total wave functionCl , andcl is its unperturbed
part, representing essentially the asymptotic incoming co
ponent ofCl ~thus,Cl5xl1cl!.

~b! The conversion of Eq.~2!, which treats nonreactive
processes, into an equation that treats reactive proces
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This is achieved by adding to the Hamiltonian, in anad hoc
way, a negative imaginary potential12 ~NIP! in such a manner
as to decouple the reactive ACs.13

~c! The conversion of the scattering problem into a
bound-system problem by introducing one additional NIP in
the~reagents! l asymptotic region. This enables us the use o
L2 basis sets to expand the perturbed functionxl .

8–11 Usu-
ally Gaussians are employed along the translationa
coordinate14 and adiabatic basis sets are used with respect
the internal coordinates.

Our approach was tested and applied for a series
triatom11 and recently also tetra-atom reactive systems.15 In
all cases, there was a good agreement with available resu
obtained by other approaches.

The aim of the calculation is to obtain the following
S-matrix elements:

S~ ta←t0l!5@dal d tlt0l
1 i\^cauVauC&#exp~ i za!, ~3!

wherea stands for eitherl ~the nonreactive AC! or n ~the
reactive AC!, ta ~and t0l! represent all relevant final~and
initial! quantum numbers in thea-AC, dal andd tlt0l

are the
Kronecker delta functions, andza is the full a-phase shift of
the ~elastic! unperturbed functioncl .

To calculate the corresponding integral reactive CS, on
usually calculates the relevant state-to-state reactive pro
abilities @by squaring the calculated value of Eq.~3!#, and
sums over all final quantum numbers. This is a long an
tedious process, particularly when a large number of fina
states are involved. In our case, due to the high exothermi
ity, probably about 1000 states are expected and so the dire
approach becomes impractical. Since the number of the i
elastic states involved in this low-energy calculation is sma
~10–15 states!, we calculated all nonreactive probabilities
and subtracted their sum from unity to obtain the total reac
tive probabilities~this is done for each given value of the
total angular momentumJ and itsz componentM!:
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P~n←t0l!512(P~ tl←t0l!. ~4!

In the numerical treatment we made two approximatio
~a! The coupled state approximation16 is employed to

treat the asymptotic~unperturbed! wave functioncl .
~b! The perturbed part of the total wave function, name

xl , describes the interaction along a short range of the
tential. Consequently, it is assumed that the potential, alo
this short range is close to being isotropic—an assumpt
that permits the employment of the quasi-breathing-sph
~QBS! approximation.

More details about this approach can be found in Re
15~c! and 15~d!. Other approaches are also available and
listed in Ref. 17.

In Fig. 1~a! are shown the integral cross sections as
function of energy, employing a semilogarithmic scale. Al
presented are the three available QCT results.6 As can be
seen, a reasonable agreement is obtained.

To calculate the QM rate constants we first fitted t

FIG. 1. Results for the process O1O3 (v50,j50,v850,K50)→2O2. ~a!
Cross section as a function of translational energy: A comparison betw
QM and QCT results: QM results@the line that follows the QM dots is given
in Eq. ~5!#. QCT results~Ref. 1!. ~b! Rate constants as a function ofT21:

—, QM result; experimental results:s, Ref. 2, d Ref. 3, h Ref. 4, D
Ref. 5.
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energy-dependent QM CSs to a known~relevant! analytical
form of the kind6,18

s~E!5HC~E2E0!
n exp„2b~E2E0!…; for E.E0 ,

0; for E,E0 ,
~5!

where C, n, b, and E0 were determined such thats(E)
passed as closely as possible through the calculated valu
@parametersn andE0 were determined by ‘‘trial and error’’
and were found to be 0.7 and 0.171 eV, respectively, an
parametersC and b were determined by the least squares
method and were found to be 16.160.8 and
~5.0760.21!31022 ~eV!21, respectively#. Equation~5! was
used to calculate the temperature-dependent rate consta
that are presented in Fig. 1~b!. Also presented are experimen-
tal results due to four groups.2–5 As can be seen, a nice fit
was obtained between the present QM and the experiment
results.

The good fit between the QCT and the present QM cros
sections, as well as the encouraging agreement between t
experimental and the QM rate constants, should be apprec
ated, particularly in view of the fact that the tetra-atom sys-
tem considered contains four heavy atoms and exhibits
large exothermicity.
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